
Please take a few minutes to look over the following February CA house sale volume and pricing 
report in order to get a handle on what is has been occurring for the past several quarters in the 
most meaningful and influential real estate market in the country.  CA housing is extremely weak 
for a number of fundamental reasons I have covered ad nauseam. This market is officially in a 
double-dip. There is no other way to look at it at this point.  Investors at large are definitely not 
handicapping a consensus double-dip yet and probably won't until post-mortem.
 
Mark Hanson
 
 
CA February House Sales & Price Double-Dip Summary
 
Feb Highlights:

• Nine months straight YoY lower sales volume
• Five months straight YoY lower house prices, median down 12.2% from mid-year 

2010 stimulus-driven bounce peak
• Organic (traditional) Sales (me selling to you) down 83% from peak month in 2005. 

Without this cohort there can never be a true housing recovery. Bodes ill for mid-to-
high end housing

• Total new loan defaults (shadow supply build) as a percentage of total sales at 84% 
despite Feb NOD and Foreclosure completion activity artificially dropping to three 
year lows

• Shadow Supply, as measured by the volume of new Notice-of-Defaults relative 
to house sales continues to engulf demand

 
My Favorite Charts Highlighting the CA Real Estate Double-Dip
 
It is important to reinforce that, as I mentioned in my Mid-Feb "Underweight Housing" 
report, this is not really a double-dip.  Rather, just a continuation trade of the early 2009 
weakness, before the government and Fed artificially goosed house sales volume, prices, and 
all related sectors through temporary, unprecedented rates and tax-credit stimulus.  And in their 
relentless quest to re-lever this sector against the natural course of events have left housing 
completely susceptible to shock -- most notably interest rate, supply, and lack of stimulus -- which 
in part is what is occurring and what will weigh on any organic recovery from occurring indefinitely.
 
 
1) CA Monthly Sales - Past Feb's highlighted in red
 
Aside from Feb being the second lowest in terms of volume since DataQuick began tracking, it 
was the NINTH STRAIGHT month in which sales were lower YoY.
 
Feb 2011 sales were only greater than Feb 2008 when median prices were $373k, or a 
whopping 53% greater.
 



 

2) EXTREMELY IMPORTANT - Organic Sales (traditional sales) down 83% from their 2005 
peak month. The average of the trailing 12 months of organic sales are down 70% from 
2005.  Bodes ill for mid-to-high end housing

This epitomizes how devastating effective negative equity is in CA.



Remember, negative equity, as it relates to selling and re-buying a house, does not begin at 
the point at which the homeowner owes one dollar more than the house is worth. Rather, it 
begins at the point at which the homeowner can't sell (pay off the mortgage, pay a Realtor 6% 
and put down 10% to 20% on a new vintage loan) and rebuy with the proceeds.  When one 
lowers the negative equity threshold to 80% in CA, over 60% of homeowners with 
mortgages are effectively underwater.

There is no way to solve this problem. Therefore, there is no way to get this cohort back any year 
soon. Thus, investors and first timers will continue to underpin sales, which weigh on prices and 
will lead to a sharp contraction in mid-to-upper end real estate prices, which is where investors 
and first timers don't roam.



 
3)  CA Total monthly CA Sales relative to new Notice-of-Defaults (Shadow inventory builds 
as fast as supply drains / inventory stand-still)
 
Bottom line: As long as new NOD, which will turn into Foreclosure supply in 80% of cases over a 
two year period of time, keep pace with new monthly sales no inventory can ever really clear.



 

 
4)  CA House Prices - Distressed Mix-Shift back with a vengeance
 
Median house prices fell back to June 2009 levels at $244k in Feb. Prices are quickly 
approaching the Armageddon lows on Q408 through Q109.



 
Prices in Armageddon Feb (2009) reached down to $224k and ramped as high as $278k mid last 
year due to the tax-credit stimulus, thus prices have retraced 61% of their rise.
 
You can see the nice correlation between the percentage of distressed sales (red) and median 
price (green).
 
With Foreclosure Completions through March 15th back at a record pace and servicers in 
high gear with respect to approving short sales -- I surmise both are due to fear and 
uncertainty over the Robo-settlement that will tie their hands to some degree -- the mix-shift trend 
indicates further price pressures, as organic sales remain muted due to weak household macro-
economic conditions, relative sky-high rates, and no government tax-credit stimulus. The re-
leveraging games of the past two years have caught up to the market.



 

5) Medan House Prices are also Double-Dipping with FIVE STRAIGHT MONTHS of YoY Price 
Declines

February was the fifth straight month of YoY price declines. Remember, the price of a house 
is not established at closing, rather at contract and rate lock. Thus, the Feb closing sales volume 



and price data in this report are from Dec and Jan sales contracts and rate locks. In Dec -- 
although rates had already spiked -- an incremental amount of sales were being from pulled-
forward buyers who acted quickly in fear rates would continue to rise. This type of activity is also 
supportive of prices. However, after rates stabilize at higher levels this sense of urgency goes 
away quickly and prices are affected from the loss of relative affordability, which was about 10% 
to 15% from October 2010 through February 2011.

It is very important to note -- in this longer term chart -- how there really isn't any obvious 
'seasonal' price fluctuations here. It is clear that the price action is a long-term trend that began 
not coincidentally right about the time the 2010 homebuyer tax credit ended, which despite 
allowing for 'closings' through July (and then Sept on extension), was April 30th for buyers and 
sellers to set a price and get into contract. 



 

6) Another Look at the Sales Volume Double-Dip with Nine Straight Months of Lower YoY 
Sales Comps

please note 2010 sales in red and 2011 sales in orange



 

7) Another Look at the Sales Price Double-Dip with Five Straight Months of Lower YoY Sales 
Comps

Please note 2010 prices in blue and 2011 prices in red.



 

8) Real (Effective) Negative Equity is the largest, long-term fundamental challenge facing 
housing to which there is no solution

CoreLogic came out a week ago with their latest monthly negative equity figure of 11.1mm 



borrower’s with mortgages, or 23.1%. But this number doesn’t mean much to me.

What most don’t consider is real, or effective negative equity, as it pertains to repeat buying I 
touched upon in the item #2.  They generally only focus on the default and Foreclosure 
probability with being ‘underwater’.  Effective negative equity begins at the point at which the 
homeowner can’t sell the house and rebuy another, which requires paying a Realtor 6% on 
the sale and putting 10% to 20% down depending on the type of loan needed.

For example, on a Jumbo purchase in CA effective negative equity begins at 75% CLTV (6% 
Realtor fee and 20% down payment), which is the reason the Jumbo housing market continues 
to languish and will get worse.  In fact, when you lower the CA Jumbo negative equity 
threshold to 75% CLTV, then 64% of all mortgaged homeowners are effectively underwater.  
This is also why I believe that Jumbo loans, a clear focus of banks and servicers with respect to 
modifications, payment plans and workouts for the past year and a half, have not even begun 
the pain stage that will ultimately come.

In lower house price states such as AZ and NV where it takes 6% to pay a Realtor and 10% 
down to move-up, down, or across, when you lower the negative equity threshold to 85%, even a 
greater percentage are effectively ’underwater’.

When national house prices fall another 10% to 20%, entire states will be consumed by effective 
negative equity putting even more pressure on real estate supply and demand fundamentals.

Bottom Line: Whether the borrower is at a 95% LTV or a 140% LTV, they are in an 
effective negative equity position. Then it all comes down to debt-to-income ratios. If I was a 
whole loan long-term investor, I would much rather own a 140% LTV loan on a borrower with a 
40% DTI than a 95% LTV loan on a borrower with a 65% DTI. To the 40% DTI borrower, the LTV 
is an inconvenience. 

But, the 65% DTI legacy or modified borrower — even at 95% LTV – is trapped and not saving, 
shopping or vacationing, with few options available. After months or years of being in debtor’s 
prison, walking away and stripping down the house in order to sell the parts for security deposit 
and first months rent, moves way up the most likely list. Further, with respect to sales demand, 
the US real estate market has lost its most significant segment of buyers – repeat buyers — due 
to effective negative equity and tighter lending guidelines.
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